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Transport management specialist: one IT solution
for 1.6 million shipments a year to 36 sites
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Software, consultancy and services for global trade and supply chain management
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Volkswagen plant in Wolfsburg: AEB’s logistics software runs in the VW data center here.

Transport management specialist
From scrap and containers to
umbrellas, marketing materials,
structural components, and
prototype parts: To manage the
shipments and transport of massproduced and non-mass-produced
materials, the Volkswagen Group
relies on standardized, end-toend software from AEB – sending
out over 1.6 million shipments
each year from 36 sites. The
result is efficiency across all
modes of transport, all fully
integrated into the complex IT
environment. And this volume
could soon increase dramatically
when a new online shop goes live.
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The auto giant uses ASSIST4 to
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More than just standard …
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solution does prove necessary now and
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Shipping
Order processing, consignment &
transport consolidation
Packing stations, including picking
Air freight shipments
Over 100 documents
Compliance screening

Freight cost management
Quote management (parcel services)
Freight information (parcel services)
Air freight invoice verification
Freight calculator

Export/hazardous goods
Documents
Electronic export
Carnets
Intrastat report
Yearly hazardous goods report

features before implementing any
customization. “There are certain areas
we don’t even want to touch, such as
hazardous goods or export law, which
are subject to strict regulations,” says
Hanitsch.

Communications
Data import, EDI messages
Data export, SAP®IDocs
MQSeries, e-mail

Key features of the Shipping and Transport System at a glance
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A look inside the VW production plant in Wolfsburg: ASSIST4 also supports other processes
important to production, such as shipments of empty containers or scrap disposal.

In 2009, for example, Germany made

capacities are set aside for scrap, so if

New tasks, new regions

it obligatory to submit customs

the scrap disposal process runs into

And the role of the Shipping and

declarations electronically by connecting

problems, it can bring production to a

Transport System continues to

through an interface to the government’s

standstill. That’s why disposal cycles

expand. In 2014, the solution replaced
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are tied closely to production cycles

a legacy air freight system and now
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address a particular need, AEB gets
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the scrap shipping chain. The next
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step is a contract created in SAP® and
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specifying, for example, that a buyer

consignees such as the departure or

our plants,” Hanitsch explains. The

has purchased 40,000 tons. SAP®

arrival airport. The solution also

conversion required a major adjustment,

sends this information to ASSIST4.

automatically assembles the various

“but AEB implemented the change

One practical feature is that before

freight documents, so the relevant

without a hitch,” he recalls.

the shipment goes out, ASSIST4 first

documents are sent to every service

Today, VW uses ASSIST4 at its

checks whether the customer can

provider involved in the supply chain.

Wolfsburg headquarters to send steel

actually pay for the goods from the

VW sometimes has relatively minor

scrap by train to steel plants or dealers:

credit it has with VW. If not, the order

wishes to expand the functionality

up to 900 metric tons in 30 railcars

is stopped. If so, the loaded and

of ASSIST4, however, such as adding

a day. What sounds like a secondary

weighed trucks or railcars are cleared.

a new field to the truck data sheet

process is a critical factor in day-to-

The weight receipts serve as an order

to accommodate a transport ID.

day operations. Space is precious in the

to generate a shipment in ASSIST4

AEB does not always need to develop

plants, and only very limited storage

and book the goods issue. Once that

completely new solutions in such

is complete, ASSIST4 returns the data

situations. It can also fall back on

to the SAP® system, which uses it

modifications already developed for
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to generate the invoice. “We simply

other customers. “We’re glad we have
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have fewer errors thanks to these

such a good relationship with our

automated processes,” says Hanitsch

project developer in Soest,” says

with satisfaction.

Hanitsch. “He knows what makes VW

tick.” Meanwhile, AEB also benefits

itself. Old systems are still in use –

able to order some 4,500 different

from developments at VW.

that’s a reality that must be dealt with.

items, including model cars, jackets,

The list of tasks is expanding not only

“AEB is very good at that,” says

ballpoint pens, and bicycles – with

functionally but regionally as well.VW

Hanitsch in conclusion.

ASSIST4 organizing the shipping. The

is currently looking to connect a new

potential shipping volume is unknown,

Audi plant in Mexico. “We need all the

Ready for the online crowds

since it is not yet possible to predict

interfaces in Spanish, which is not yet

And so it is not surprising that VW is

how popular the new webshop will be.

available in the standard package,”

planning to roll out ASSIST4 to more

For the Shipping and Transport

explains Hanitsch. AEB will provide

of its plants and more areas within the

System, this could mean anywhere

this as well.

company. The company plans to link a

from 100 to 6,000 additional

new plant in Poland soon, for example.

shipments per day. The sheer number

Fully integrated – yet simple

There are also imminent plans to

of registered users – 115,000 eligible

In addition to the comprehensive

connect the new VW employee

VW employees – puts the online shop

functionality, Hanitsch praises the

webshop. From the first day of the

in a league with many commercial

communication features of ASSIST4,

rollout, company employees will be

providers.

which recognizes all standard formats
such as SAP® IDocs and EDIFACT,
making it easy to set up new interfaces.
“This makes data import simple,” he
says. All key documents for exports
or hazardous goods are stored in the
Shipping and Transport System. The
tool can even be used to compose a
yearly hazardous goods report, and
VW uses it to manage its Intrastat
reports – a feature supported in the
AEB ASSIST4 standard software.
The nerve center of the Shipping and
Transport System is in the Wolfsburg
data center. It provides data to all
the plants in Europe, and will soon do
so worldwide, and checks whether a
specific change will have any impact
on other sites. The system is generally
very stable, and AEB and VW work as
a team to implement regular
improvements.
The solution is also well integrated
into the automaker’s complex IT
environment. A large enterprise like
VW, where many processes have
evolved over the years into a tapestry
of different systems, is a world unto
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Long-standing partnership
VW and AEB can look back on a long era of partnership. The automaker
introduced its Shipping and Transport System back in 1999. Back then it was
ASSIST4 version 2.0 – now they’re running version 6.0. “Developing our
own system would’ve been difficult, since we lacked the expertise,” recalls
Christian Buhr, Head of Shipping Control, who at the time was responsible for
choosing the AEB solution. “It was actually a very good idea to do this with
AEB,” says VW’s IT Project Manager Dennis Hanitsch, even though it was not
yet clear at the time that the partnership would develop so well over the years.
“Today, we have close ties to the AEB office in Soest and an open line to our
regular contact, who is constantly working with us to further develop the system.”
As the system has evolved over the years, so too has the partnership. In the
old days, Hanitsch and his team wrote 50-page product requirements documents. AEB implemented them and sent the update to VW – sometimes only
to realize that the needs had shifted. “Today, we go to Soest eight times a year
for two-day meetings,” explains Hanitsch. Each time, VW brings along the
complete wish list that has accumulated since the last visit. “Key users, above
all Michael Figas and Barbara Heer from the Wolfsburg site, submit their
ideas, suggestions, and requirements. Barbara Heer and I have been jointly
responsible for ASSIST4 since 1999. She was even involved in the original
decision back then.”
They discuss ideas and needs together in Soest and spend two days developing
solutions together with AEB. The result: VW goes back home with a finished
solution addressing actual needs – often with a few extra niceties thrown in
by AEB. The personal contact and direct feedback have proven to be the most
practical solution, notes Hanitsch with satisfaction. And for the VW Group,
which uses a multitude of software solutions from many different providers,
this experience is truly unique.
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Name: Volkswagen AG
Industry: Automotive
Employees: Nearly 600,000
Revenues in 2014: €202.5 billion

Transport management for 36 sites around
the world
Broad spectrum of shipping processes in
various departments
Transport management with various modes
of transport: truck, rail, air

Transport management system for mass-produced
and non-mass-produced materials
Support of sanctions list screening and customs
processes through additional ASSIST4 modules
Seamless integration into complex IT environment
of VW
Joint collaboration between AEB and VW to
expand system to new sites, new areas of VW,
new functionalities

End-to-end system support with integrated
management of hazardous goods and exports
to optimize shipping processes
Transparent management of all transport types
in a single system
Transparency across entire supply chain and
shipment statuses
Faster order processing
Less need to duplicate data entry
Reliable processes through standardized
workflows and test routines
Integration into system environment, availability
of qualified data for all downstream processes

